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Introduction from our President
Terry Baldwin CompInstSCE
F or those of you who were
involved in the Olympics,
I hope all went well and you
can now relax, unless of
course, you are also involved
in the Paralympics!
For those who simply
watched, I hope you
enjoyed the once-in-alife-time experience.
I rang The Queen on your behalf to check she
landed ok.
I have also booked an Indian summer for us all,
for, it being September now, we only have the
shorter evening to look forward to and hopefully
a gradual recovery in growth.
We welcome two new supporting members;
Newtech Southern Ltd in New Milton, Hampshire and
CPC from Preston. The latter many of you will know
as a catalogue supplier of very useful components.
Supporting members are always most welcome.
They are such a font of knowledge, often from a
different angle, and are of real benefit to our Institute.

Within the magazine you will read about
our forthcoming Institute Day being held on
25 October 2012 at The Holiday Inn, Milton Keynes.
Do make it a date in your diaries, as it always proves
to be popular. The day will also include the AGM,
and perhaps you could consider contributing to
the hot topic discussion held after lunch.
On 5 March 2013, we will celebrate the 10th
anniversary of ISCEx. This is always a very well
attended event, with many people coming along
from within the industry, as well as some great
interest from related services, such as architects and
consulting engineers, and the occasional end user.
Times are changing within the ISCE. If you have any
ideas for council to mull over, then let Ros have them
as soon as you think of them.
In past reports, I have suggested some of you
organise local regional meetings. Do please
consider it, as we know they work and can be fun.
Should you need help or guidance then email me
on president@isce.org.uk.
Until the next time… stay in touch and see you soon.
Terry ◆
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VAT – what was the issue?
A run-in with HM Revenue and Customs last
year cost the Institute significantly for legal advice.
Here is the story.
When we registered for VAT in 2003, we had to
explain ourselves to a VAT officer. There was a
sticking point over whether we had to charge VAT
on individual members’ subscriptions. The ruling
at that time was that we had to charge for benefits
that were exclusive to members, ie access to the
members’ pages on the web site and to the mailing
list, but we were allowed to charge just a nominal
sum (£2 including VAT). The benefits of membership
in themselves were not quantifiable in money terms
so were regarded as outside the scope of VAT.
In 2006, we had a VAT inspection, where we found
that selling exhibition stand space is regarded by VAT
law as equivalent to leasing land. Now, there are five
‘sorts’ of VAT in Britain, the standard rate of 20%, the
domestic fuel rate of 5%, the unique zero-rate (where
the government tricked Brussels; we had to have VAT
on some things but the EU law didn’t prevent a rate of
zero being set), exempt and outside the scope. The
difference between exempt and outside the scope is
that the latter is completely ignored by VATman, but if
we make exempt supplies, we have to do a complex
calculation to see how much that disallows our claimback of the VAT we paid.

In this case, we had an option; we could choose to
apply VAT to the site where we hold the event, and
then we are not making exempt supplies. Well, that’s
the law, don’t blame me. So we did choose, and we
have to do that for every new venue that we use for
ISCEx. Oh, by the way, the ruling about leasing land
was brought in to force about a fortnight before our
inspection and the Revenue’s help line didn’t know
about it.
In 2011 we had another inspection, this time from a
different department of the Revenue, and this officer
held that our subscription income from individual
members was ‘exempt’. Since that could have
prevented us from reclaiming a large amount of VAT,
and contradicted the previous rulings, Council agreed
to take professional legal advice. The advisor agreed
with us initially, that the original ruling was valid. He
had terrible trouble getting any sense out of the
Revenue, but eventually, after we had paid heavily,
he managed to get a senior officer to agree that only
10% of the individuals’ subscriptions is quantifiable
in money terms. Ros still has to calculate it, quarterly
and annually, but it’s not an impossible task. At
present the result is that the amount of disallowed
VAT is so small as to come under de minimis
provisions, so that none of our VAT
reclaim is disallowed. ◆

Volunteers required
S pelthorne Talking News – serving the Shepperton,
Sunbury, Ashford and Staines area – is a charity
which records local news for those who are blind or
partially sighted, and consequently have difficulty
getting local news in any other way. We are looking
to add to our team of recordists. We record, at
about 7pm on Thursday evenings, on a rota system,
which means each recordist is rostered about once
a month. We use a laptop, either a Mac via ProTools,
or a PC via Audacity, at the choice of the recordist.
The mixer used is an Allen and Heath ZED 14 with 4
Sony lapel mics, backed up on a Tascam digital
recorder. The recording sessions are held in the
Parish Centre Office, St Nicholas Church,
Church Square, Shepperton. Training will be
available from established recordists, until a
newcomer feels confident to operate alone.
2
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Recordists need, as well as the technical skills
associated with mixers and laptops, to have the
interpersonal skills be able to deal with a mix of
readers and compiler/presenters.
It is of paramount importance to get the master
CD edited and completed for delivery to one of the
copying team by Thursday night, so the CDs can be
copied and posted on Friday morning.
STN is a very friendly organisation, embracing
volunteers from many walks of life. It provides
weekly CDs to around 120 local residents.
Any ISCE members living in this area who are
interested in becoming a recordist are invited
to contact Mike Hanley on 01932 568193. ◆

Thursday 25 October 2012
Holiday Inn Milton Keynes

Warren-Barnett memorial lecture
The largest projects
Staying sane to a deadline
Presented by Roland Hemming MInstSCE
Roland Hemming has worked in professional
audio for 25 years. He holds a unique position,
having managed both the world’s largest
installation project and the largest ever delivery
of audio for a temporary event. The Millennium
Dome and the London Olympics go beyond
the very large. Both projects had unusual
challenges and very public deadlines. There
is more to these projects than just scale.
This work put Roland in the position of being
the intelligent client and the suppliers’ worst
nightmare. Checking the work of fellow
professionals and dealing with situations
that had never been encountered.
The work is not project management but
programme management, dealing with vastly
more aspects of audio than just design and
delivery. Having such a wide overview has
given him rare insight, not only into how the
audio industry operates but also how our
businesses and work are perceived by others.
In this lecture Roland sets out how such
projects are tackled, the crucial elements
that are key to their success, the lessons
we can all learn from them and whether
such projects are instrumental in bringing
change to the audio industry.
And afterwards, how do you make
friends again with everybody you upset?

InstItute Day 2012

The ISCE invites you
to Institute Day 2012

Baldwin Boxall
protects voyagers
at the 2012
Titanic Belfast
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S itting at the heart of Belfast’s historic ship yard
stands the UKs latest tourist attraction, the iconic
Titanic Belfast building. This is an interactive insight
into the history of the world’s most famous ship
The RMS Titanic. There are nine galleries, which take
you through the life of the Titanic from its concept to
the sinking 100 years ago and its influence up to
modern times.

The voice evacuation system

Officially opened on 31 March 2012, the building
was designed around many maritime themes
including the ships hull. During the last Century,
the Titanic has been a story of fascination for many
and Titanic Belfast already welcomes thousands of
visitors each week.

The system employs DC line monitoring technology
which is one of three monitoring solutions offered
by Baldwin Boxall (the BVRDADIM). The Penton
loudspeakers were supplied with capacitors and
by doing this the BVRDADIM allows one amplifier
to drive two loudspeaker circuits. If one circuit
should suffer a short circuit the BVRADIM will
isolate the affected circuit and allow the other
circuit to function with only a slight drop in level.
The system has amplifier redundancy and is
battery backed as standard.

With large numbers of the public expected, and
their safety a priority (as well as that of the staff),
it was decided that a reliable voice evacuation
system must be installed. (It is proved that people
react far quicker to a spoken evacuation message
than a misunderstood bell or sounder.)
In addition to the voice evacuation, a disabled
refuge and toilet alarm system was also needed
for the site. This type of system provides two-way
communication between building management and
areas of refuge for those that would need assistance
during an evacuation.
DJ Kilpatrick (DJK) of Belfast was chosen by
G4S Fire Security as the supplier for both types of
system and they opted to use products from UK
manufacturer Baldwin Boxall. The structure of the
building is complex not a single right angle is in view
throughout the attraction. DJK, working closely
with Baldwin Boxall, designed the voice evacuation
system to ensure speech intelligibility was high in all
areas. Careful thought was needed regarding the
placement of the Penton loudspeakers, as there
had been concern about potential overspill within
certain areas, especially the atrium.

An eight-zone centralised voice evacuation system
provides phased evacuation to all areas of the
attraction. Inputs to the system include background
music, localised paging microphones, multi-zone
microphones and all call fire microphones. Sitting
at the heart of the system is Baldwin Boxall’s well
established DSP router, the BVRD2M.

The disabled refuge and
toilet alarm system
VIGIL Omnicare was the preferred disabled refuge/
toilet alarm system and two separate systems were
installed. The first was a six-way system for the car
parks with the second being a larger, 46-way system,
for the attraction. Omnicare was chosen due to the
loop wiring configuration, the ideal choice for new
builds as the cost of cable is dramatically reduced
compared with radial systems.
G4S Fire Security, the installation company, was
extremely happy with the ease of the installation and
the service given by DJK. Their project manager
Gary Graham commented “From the start of the
project we have been delighted with the service
provided by DJK. By choosing Baldwin Boxall
equipment we were safe in the knowledge that we
were installing quality equipment. The end result is
we have a voice evacuation system that allows our
client to make paging announcements/message
broadcasts knowing they will be clearly heard by
the general public and staff.”
Jim Hooks, Managing Director of DJ Kilpatrick said
“DJK has been a distributor for Baldwin Boxall for
over 15 years and this is another successful project
for us using their products. The team at Baldwin
Boxall were effective with their design and all round
assistance with this project.”◆
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Portrait of a Member
David Turnbull MInstSCE
but as a professional opera singer and director of two
choirs), he took up endurance running. He competed
in the London Marathon Elite Men’s Race on three
occasions and made the Top 30 UK Marathon
rankings in 2011 with a performance of 2:23:48
in the Amsterdam Marathon.
In 2001 he graduated from Salford University with
a BSc (Hons) in Music, Acoustics and Recording.
Taking advantage of a distance learning scheme he
subsequently gained a PG Dip in Audio Acoustics
which helped give him the foundation to develop
his career ambitions. He works for the well known
company, Northern Light, (an ISCE Supporting
Member), where he is a project manager, currently
managing contracts at both the Y Ffwrnes Theatre in
Llanelli and Doncaster’s New Performance Venue.

H opefully, this will be only the first in a new series
introducing recently admitted members to the
Institute by giving a pen portrait using information
gleaned directly from the member himself. The first
‘victim’ is David Turnbull, MInstSCE who became a
member in 2012 and has been most co-operative in
getting this first article up and running – a rather apt
phrase if you read on.
How very refreshing to be able to write about a young
man who has already packed a lot into his 32 years.
As a schoolboy in his native Huddersfield, certainly
well known for its musical heritage, he played the
trumpet in many orchestras, brass bands and even
jazz groups. His highlight as a young brass player was
to play in the Schools Prom at the Royal Albert Hall.
Following a break from music, but not until he had
met his wife of 4 years, Sarah, (also a keen musician
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From the tone of his responses to my questionnaire
template, I get the impression David is a person who
knows his own mind, carefully considers the facts
before making any decision, and would like to play
a part in any organisation fortunate enough to have
him as a member. He ‘checked out’ the ISCE before
eventually deciding to apply for membership feeling
our organisation had a great deal of relevance to
the day-to-day running of the industry and a strong
influence on industry standards and awareness.
He is also a member of the AES. He would like to
see the ISCE becoming even more influential within
the industry, that being the particular area in which
he would like to help.
On behalf of the Institute, I cordially welcome David
and hope that he will greatly enjoy his membership
whilst we benefit from his experience – but not,
I suspect, in long distance running!
Michael Leaver HonCompInstSCE
Past President ◆
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Project Case Study
St Budeaux Parish Church, Plymouth
The challenge…

The solution…

The benefits…

To improve and provide a solution
to the current faulty induction loop
system to enable a hearing aid
user to hear her niece’s wedding

Made technical changes to the
input and output, in conjunction
with supplying a UniVox PLS 100
induction loop amplifier

The solution will not only enable
the hearing aid user to hear her
niece’s special day, but also
other hearing aid users within the
congregation at other services

T he ISCE is working with Action on Hearing Loss to
improve the provision and reliability of hearing loops.

at her forthcoming wedding at St Budeaux Church,
in Plymouth, had become very important to her.

Hearing loop systems are invaluable to people who
are deaf or hard of hearing, but if a loop is poorly
installed, and doesn’t work properly, it doesn’t help
anyone. Businesses with faulty loops could be
opening themselves up to legal action under the
Equality Act 2010.

But there were issues. On the one hand, the
church needs to maximise participation and
strive to better serve the needs of the local
community. Yet it is also the guardian of the
community’s heritage and must not compromise
the atmosphere and history that makes this
building special. And what about the cost?

The ISCE has joined forces with Action on Hearing
Loss to urge anyone who wants to install or repair
a loop system to check in the ISCE Register of
members for a properly qualified loop installer.
Together we’re hoping to improve hearing loop
provision in the UK.
For one Action on Hearing Loss member,
Jean Serrao, listening to her niece take her vows
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Gordon Morris Ltd, who has recently joined the ISCE
Induction Loop Assessment Register, volunteered
to help by providing a new working loop system at
the church so that Jean, a hearing aid user, could
hear clearly. And now many of the parishioners at St
Budeaux Church, which overlooks the picturesque
River Tamar, are also benefiting from the changes.

Technical solutions
Daniel Roberts, an engineer at Gordon Morris Ltd,
investigated the current PA and Loop System before
coming up with a quick solution. Within the church
their seemed to be two systems, a main PA system,
which then fed a Newtech PA and loop combination
amplifier which was around 25 years old! The main
PA worked effectively, but the PA-loop system was
not producing any signal.
Dan increased the auxiliary feed to the amplifier,
which increased the magnetic field from the loop
system to -18 dB L, which was still not enough.
With another alteration to the DI unit, the magnetic
field strength was increased again, but only
slightly, and still not meeting the required range
of -3 dB L – +3 dB L.
The final major solution was to change the existing
amplifier to the Univox PLS 100, so the magnetic field
strength was then peaking at 0 dB L when anyone
was speaking through the microphone system.
The main problem before Dan provided the solution
was a combination of low input and an old amplifier
producing a low output.

Kept in the loop
Following the usual tests with frequencies to make
sure the system was compliant, the system was
tested in the best possible way. A hearing aid user
who had complained about the previous system was
present, and following a quick switch to ‘T’ on his

hearing aid, he was able to hear the sound clearly
and confirmed that the system was working
extremely well.
Jean Serrao said: “I really appreciate the help from
the ISCE. Not everyone understands these kind of
frustrations. Why should we sit in silence? We have
to speak up. This will really make such a difference
and now I can really look forward to the wedding,
knowing I will be able to hear the service.
The feedback from the vicar, the Rev Stephen Beach
and the parishioners was equally complimentary.
The Rev Beach said: “I am really grateful for the
system being installed so efficiently and to know
that we can at last offer this great facility to people.”
Another congregation member Pam Jewitt said:
“It’s absolutely fantastic. I can tune in to everything
now. And Aubrey Trevains said: “There has been
a vast improvement for people like me who need
hearing aids. The enhancements to our loop
system that Gordon Morris Ltd placed in our
church is working wonderfully.”
The ISCE will be running training courses on
AFILS Design and Installation on 4 October 2012
and AFILS Measurement and Certification on
5 October 2012, both in Peterborough.
Information about the training courses and
the AFILS Assessment Register are available
on our website www.isce.org.uk ◆
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ISCE will be exhibiting on stand ISCE-08.
We hope you will come along to say hello
and introduce your colleagues to Ros,
so she can tell them all about the benefits
of becoming a member of the ISCE.
Current Thinking Assistive Listening
and RCF Spa will be joining ISCE in
the Pavilion and with its central
seating area, it is the perfect
place to arrange meetings.
ISCE members can
register for free –
Dash
just ask Ros for details.
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Cloak Room
and Lost Property
RAMP

EXIT

The essential international event for
entertainment & installation technology
• 300 exhibitors
• 500 new products
• Free four day Professional
Development Programme
Book online and save 50%

www.plasashow.com
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New insurance scheme
N eedham Commercial Insurance
was established in 1973, and our
business is predominantly
commercial insurance. We pride
ourselves on our high quality
service from our experienced staff,
but just for your peace of mind we
are authorised and regulated by
the Financial Services Authority.
Partnering with ISCE, Needham
Commercial Insurance is pleased
to offer members a bespoke
insurance policy.

What does this mean
for ISCE members?

What do you need
to do now?

You will have a specifically
bespoke policy designed for your
needs, with one contact point
from a Broker who understands
what you need. We have
negotiated preferential
rates for Members, which means
no shopping around for you to do
– we do it for you.

Contact Neal Lowe or Debbie
Kendrick on 024 7632 6213 with
your renewal date, or email us on
neal@needhaminsurance.co.uk
or debbie@needhaminsurance.
co.uk, who will contact you nearer
the time your policy is due to
collect the relevant information
and provide you with a quotation.

Minimum cover

Optional cover

· Public/products liability
(including inefficacy) ···························· £5m

· P
 ublic/products liability –
increased to £10m as required

· Employers liability
(statutory requirement by law) ············ £10m

· Contractors all risks (inc plant hire)

· Professional indemnity ················· £100, 000

· Fidelity guarantee (theft by employees)

· Directors & officers liability ··········· £100,000

· Equipment hire/rental (for PA hire companies)

· Legal expenses ··························· £100,000

· Property (buildings & contents)

· Sub-contractors

· Stock
· Commercial private car or fleet

Fuzion appointed as exclusive distributor for
ATEIS Holding Europe BV
I n June 2012, ATEÏS Holding Europe BV decided to
move their activities away from ATEÏS UK and has
appointed Fuzion as its exclusive distributor for the
UK and Ireland.
A leading brand in the PAVA market, ATEÏS are
known worldwide for systems such as the IDA8 fully
networkable PAVA system, which combines digital
audio signal processing, matrix control, message
play-out and microphone capability. IDA8 responds
to Public Address and Voice alarm requirements as
stated in EN54-16, ISO 7240-16 and BS5839/8,
with specific attributes for compliance in large
installations. The IDA8 system fully integrates with a
wide range of ATEÏS networking products to become
part of a fully networked solution for PAVA with inbuilt
redundancy and full battery backup facilities.
Fuzion has already been involved with several

ventures using ATEÏS products, including
recent rail development projects with Fourways
Communication. In light of this new agreement,
Fuzion will continue imparting a full service to
build, configure and integrate systems to their
usual high standard. Their support facilities will
provide assistance to pre-existing installations
and their team will be on hand to help with
maintenance and any necessary system
changes or additions that may occur.
Whilst the addition of ATEÏS to Fuzion’s portfolio
may be seen as a change of direction for Fuzion,
it complements the existing product ranges very
well and allows them to consolidate all of their
internal knowledge and resources to provide a
conclusive system package. ◆
ISCE · September 2012
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ISCE training courses
ISCE had a full house at both Using Social Media
for Business and Principles of Networking training
courses held in June and July. We are currently
working with Ivor Kellock again on a Marketing

training course and Mark Faulks is helping us develop
a course on Advanced Principles of Networking.

Principles of Networking, presented by Mark Faulks ▲

Using Social Media for Business, presented by Ivor Kellock ▲ ▼
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Check out our website for latest information on
all our training courses, www.isce.org.uk ◆

Social media for business
S ocial media concentrates on communication and
connection. Done right, it’s a powerful broadcasting
platform that can be used to promote, interact and
engage with others. PAI Group’s Marketing Assistant
Kate Rees explains more.
With one in three of the UK’s social network users a
fan, follower or friend of a company page or profile,
incorporating social media into your own business
has never been more important. Especially when you
consider that nearly half of the country’s small and
medium-sized enterprises are utilising networking
technology to liaise with existing clients and contact
new ones (Regus, 2011).
So as a cultural craze with commercial worth, what
sites should you be using?
There are numerous networking accounts on offer,
but the bigger branded sites are generally a good
place to start. Fundamentally, there is no set strategy
that works for all and it is very much an implement
and experiment process.
It might appear quite daunting at first, but social
media’s biggest strength is its ease of use and
accessibility. Previously companies had to rely on
web developers to coordinate and code their sites,
whereas now organisations have the power and
flexibility to produce and publish their own content
when they want.
As a company we have embraced social
networking and use the channel as a marketing
tool. By sharing our online experience, we hope to
inspire others to see the potential and benefits the
sites hold for business.
When adopting the technology for commercial
use it is important to be realistic about your
targets and goals. We quickly discovered that
it is not an overnight success and that building,
creating, engaging and influencing is very much
a gradual process.
For us, the integral aspect to maintaining a strong
online presence is dedicating time to the accounts
and actively encouraging business-to-business and
business-to-consumer communication. After all, it is
ultimately the informative and interesting company
updates that will acquire an audience.

Here are the big four that have worked for us:
Facebook
Great for expressing brand personality and sharing
company activities, Facebook business pages allow
for the unlimited sharing of statuses, images, videos
and events. Published content appears in search
engine results, assisting the promotion of companies
to potential customers. You can track the success of
your posts through the audience insights feature.
LinkedIn
LinkedIn is the go-to site for connecting and
conversing with fellow industry professionals via
individual and company profiles. It’s an excellent way
of appearing less faceless to clients, showcasing
your experience, accreditations, memberships and
career achievements, all whilst increasing business
awareness. The ISCE has a LinkedIn group,
members are encouraged to join and add details of
the organisation to their profile.
Twitter
Twitter is for concise and quick communication as
you have a 140-character word limit. Effectively its
own channel, it’s ideal for broadcasting news and
succinctly informing your followers of completed
work. Multiple industry publications use Twitter, so
company updates will often be acknowledged and
Retweeted by the press, who will contact you if they
deem the story newsworthy for their site.
Blogging
Blog sites are an excellent way of getting started
on the web, as they are easy and free to establish.
WordPress is a popular brand and allows users to
create and customise blogs with the ability to track
audience statistics and success. Tumblr also offers
blogging tools, with the option to promote products
through simple photos and text. Blogs are ideal
for expressing a company’s personality through
individual staff posts and updates.
Whatever social media sites you decide are best for
your business, stay true to your company, ensuring
your organisation’s visions and values are articulated
to your audience.
New applications are emerging that could be valuable
for you and your business, ones to watch include:
Google+, foursquare, Paper.li and Flickr.
Happy networking! ◆
ISCE · September 2012
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Engineering Note 33.1

Free and low-cost software
John Woodgate HonFInstSCE

Audio analysis programs
Cool Edit 2000
This was originally issued by Syntrillium, then bought
by Adobe and converted to Adobe Audition at a
much higher price. The original is still available and
works on Windows up to XP at least (and probably
works under the XP emulator in Windows 7). It has,
in my opinion, a much better user interface than
Audacity, and the two programs have somewhat
different features, both being very powerful if you
need, but also pretty simple to drive if you don’t.
You can zoom in on millisecond-long details of a
signal waveform, or look at however long a signal
your computer has memory for.

Cool Edit waveform display

One feature that can be very useful is a spectrogram
(called ‘voiceprint’ in newspapers) display. Unlike
a band spectrum display, it will show narrow-band
frequency components well below the average level
of the signal.

Audacity
This is a freeware (GNU) program which is still
maintained. There are usually a current stable
version and a Beta available. Windows Vista and
Windows 7 are supported, also Mac and Linux.

Cool Edit spectrogram display

It will do many clever analysis things that
Cool Edit doesn’t, such as a cepstrum display
and auto-correlations.

Audacity waveform display

14
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Audacity spectrum display

Misc El
This is a free program that does many physics and
engineering calculations. Most useful for sound
system work are the Wires calculator and the R/C/L
component calculators.

Here is an example of a pretty accurate A-weighting
filter with gain, designed for yet another low-cost
AFILS field strength meter.

Ther are far too many things that Misc EL will do to list
here. Try it – it’s free!

Irfanview
Misc EL Wires calculation

This is a low-cost graphics program (free for noncommercial use). It is very fast to load and it does
quite a number of things; not as many, of course as
a program like Photoshop or Paint Shop Pro. But it’s
much easier to drive and one very useful feature is
that you can copy a screen-grab into it, very easily
crop it to show just the parts you want and then save
it in any one of a number of graphics formats. There is
no need to give an example, because all the graphics
in this Engineering Note were processed that way.

URLs of the featured software
Misc EL parallel resistors calculation

LTspice
LTspice is a free circuit simulator program. If I said
Misc EL had too many features to list, that applies
a hundred-fold to LTspice. It is made available free
by Linear Technology as promotional tool, but it
is by no means restricted to using LT parts.
There is a very active support group on Yahoo,
at: LTspice@yahoogroups.com, and a web site:
http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/LTspice/
with a huge archive of working simulations,
tutorials etc.

CoolEdit 2000
www.oldapps.com/CoolEdit.php?old_cooledit=1
Be careful that the page layout doesn’t trick
you into downloading the Adobe product.
Audacity
audacity.sourceforge.net/
MiscEl
www.miscel.dk
LTspice
www.linear.com
Irfanview
www.irfanview.com ◆

DISCLAIMER
Care is taken to determine that ‘Engineering Notes’ do not refer
to any copyrighted or patented circuit or technique, but ISCE
can accept no responsibility in this connection. Users of the
information in an ‘Engineering Note’ must satisfy themselves
that they do not infringe any Intellectual Property Rights.
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In times of need  Ron Walker CompInstSCE, Charity Administrator
M ost of us reading this note can
consider themselves fortunate.
OK, trade is a bit static; family life
remains a bit demanding with
children growing up too quickly
and maybe one cannot run quite
as fast as when we left school.
Even pensioners feel the pinch.
However, we can still feed and
clothe the little blighters and are
fit enough to carry on a normal life
at work, home and play.
Now imagine something totally
unexpected happens and our
lives change overnight with no
one to turn to. That’s where
the Public Address Engineers
Benevolent Fund can help.
We’re not over-endowed
with funds, but when you’re
desperate every little bit helps.
This independent charity
(registration no. 216648) was

set up 50 years ago. Today’s
four trustees have long serving
connections with our industry.
Initially, money came from
member’s contributions and
raffles organised at exhibitions.
Now we have to rely on
voluntary donations.
Will you help, just in case
someone near to you suffers
the unexpected?
Cheques should be made payable
to the Public Address Engineers
Benevolent Fund and forwarded
to the Trustee/Administrator:
Ron Walker, 132 High Street
North, STEWKLEY, LU7 0EP.
Gift Aided donations turn
£100 into £125. Donations from
companies are most welcomed
and can be set against tax.
Any contribution will be gratefully
received. Thank you. ◆

New Members
September 2012
Member
Pat Bradley
Freelance
David Turnbull
Northern Light Ltd
Temporary Member
Joanne Coe
B&H Sound Services Ltd
Alison Cousins
Baldwin Boxall Communications Ltd
Rachael Fraser
Edinburgh Napier University
Caron Ormiston
Edinburgh Napier University
Elena Prokofieva
Edinburgh Napier University
Andy Green
C-TEC
Amir Hoosein
Voice Perfect Ltd
Rob Merryfield
Voice Perfect Ltd
Boguslav Turek
Voice Perfect Ltd
Costas Kokogias
The Royal Society of Medicine
Kevin McLoughlin
The Royal Society of Medicine
Ali Refet
The Royal Society of Medicine
Laurie Pierce
BOSE UK

Note to editor ref Harold Smart’s note to editor – June issue

Annual subscriptions

I was amused by Harold’s
comments, so thought I
would respond.

Thank you to all those
members who paid their
2012–13 annual subscriptions
so promptly. The ISCE accept
payments by cheque, bank
transfers and credit cards.
We are not able to set up
direct debits for annual
subscriptions, as it costs us
too much money, but we
are able to receive standing
orders. If you would like to set
up a standing order for future
payments, it could save
you time and effort. Just
make sure you include your
name in the reference, so
Ros knows where the
bank credit came from.

I sold Millbank in 1990 as
I wanted to retire. The company
had reached a good value by
obtaining some good contracts,
such as Honeywell and London
Underground.
Soon afterwards, my bank asked
me to review two companies,
both making heavy losses. One
in the sound industry, and one
a tea blending company. I saved
the first and bought the second.
Some of you will remember
Ron Glaisher who, with his wife
Pam, operated Communication
Technology. Ron was diagnosed
with a terminal illness and they
wanted me to purchase their
company to ensure it continued.
16
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Soon after, Ron sadly died, but
now Scarecrow Bio-Acoustic
Systems own it and it continues
to thrive.
I came out of retirement to
help certain friends of which
I am quite proud.
After selling Millbank, the
pest control and airside safety
industries exerted a lot of pressure
on me to start making the uniquely
effective dispersal systems again.
There are 2000+ major civil and
military airports now using the
products. You name it, Scarecrow
is there!
At 75 this September, I promise
I will not start another business,
but I am always willing to advise
others on how to survive!
Anthony Walker FInstSCE ◆

Supporting Members
A K Barns Ltd, Cambs
www.soundplayback.com
Mr A Barns MInstSCE

Contacta Systems Ltd, Kent
www.contacta.co.uk
Mr R Dungan MInstSCE

Penton UK Ltd, West Sussex
www.penton.org
Mr P Alberry-King MInstSCE

ADS Worldwide, Manchester
www.ads-worldwide.com
Mr J Houldcroft MInstSCE

Cooper Fulleon Ltd, Gwent
www.cooperfulleon.com
Mr R Choppen

Principle Link, Huddersfield
www.principle-link.com
Mr R Cooke

Alarm & Communication Systems Ltd,
Tyne &Wear
www.alarmcommsys.co.uk
Mr M Jefferson

Cooper Lighting & Safety Ltd, Doncaster
www.cooper-ls.com
Mr B Walder

Provoice, Lancashire
www.provoice.co.uk
Mr J Gilroy MInstSCE

CPC
www.cpc.co.uk
Mr P Freeman TechInstSCE

RCF Audio, Essex
www.rcfaudio.co.uk
Mr P Price MInstSCE

C-TEC, Wigan
www.c-tec.co.uk
Mr A Green

R K Sound Engineering Ltd, St Albans
www.rksound.co.uk
Mr J Raper MInstSCE

CUK Ltd, Glasgow
www.cuk-audio.com
Mr S Thomson

Romers Electronics Ltd, Blackburn
www.romers.co.uk
Mr J Caton MInstSCE

Audio-Technica Ltd, Leeds
www.audio-technica.com
Mr H Roberts

Current Thinking Assistive Listening Ltd,
Tyne & Wear
www.current-thinking.com
Mr S Binks

RW Salt Communications Ltd,
Manchester
www.rwsalt.co.uk
Mr C Buckley AMInstSCE

AViD Installation Solutions Ltd,
Birmingham
www.avid-isl.com
Mr A Hayden

Delta Telecom Sound & Security Ltd,
Stockport
www.deltatelecom.co.uk
Mr S Ratcliffe TechInstSCE

Sennheiser UK, High Wycombe
www.sennheiser.co.uk
Mr A March MInstSCE

Baldwin Boxall Communications Ltd,
East Sussex
www.baldwinboxall.co.uk
Mr T Baldwin CompInstSCE

DNH Worldwide Ltd, Milton Keynes
www.dnh.co.uk
Mr K Golds AMInstSCE

Ampetronic Ltd, Nottinghamshire
www.ampetronic.com
Mr J Pieters MInstSCE
AMS Acoustics Ltd, London
www.amsacoustics.co.uk
Ms H Goddard FInstSCE
Arup Acoustics, Manchester
www.arup.com/acoustics
Mr D Hiller

BL Acoustics Ltd, Essex
www.blacoustics.co.uk
Mr B Larcombe MInstSCE
Blaydon Communications Ltd,
Tyne &Wear
www.blaydoncomms.co.uk
Mr P Dougherty MInstSCE
Bosch Security Systems, Middlesex
www.boschsecurity.co.uk
Mr P Ward AMInstSCE
Canford Audio Plc, Tyne & Wear
www.canford.co.uk
Mr P Vickers

Duran-Audio UK Ltd, Cardiff
www.duran-audio.co.uk
Mr N Screen
Edworthy Audio Consulting,
East Sussex
www.edworthyaudio.com
Mr D Edworthy HonFInstSCE
Fuzion Ltd, Surrey
www.fuzion.co.uk
Mr T Torlini
Gordon Morris Ltd, Somerset
www.gordonmorris.co.uk
Mr G Morris MInstSCE

CIE Group Ltd, Nottinghamshire
www.cie-group.com
Mr K Sherwood MInstSCE

Grainger Communications Ltd,
Co. Tyrone
www.graingercommunication.com
Mr M Grainger MInstSCE

Clarity UK Ltd, Essex
www.clarityuk.co.uk
Mr G Palmer AMInstSCE

Mongey Communications, Co. Kildare
www.mongey.ie
Mr D Mongey

Cloud Electronics Ltd, Sheffield
www.cloud.co.uk
Mr S Curtis

Nebula Audio Ltd, Worcestershire
www.nebulaaudio.co.uk
Dr D Tyas FInstSCE

Commercial Audio Solutions Ltd,
Derbyshire
www.commercialaudiosolutions.com
Mr W Mackie AMInstSCE

Newtech Southern Ltd, Hampshire
www.newtechsouthern.co.uk
Mr A Bradshaw TechInstSCE

Communication Technology, East Sussex
www.communication-technology.co.uk
Mr L Pannett

Northern Light, Edinburgh
www.northernlight.co.uk
Mr J Allen

Simcol Communications Ltd, Newport
www.simcol.biz
Ms C Hurditch
Shure Distribution UK, London
www.shuredistribution.co.uk
Mr T George-Tolonen
SigNET (AC) Ltd, Tyne & Wear
www.signet-ac.co.uk
Mr A Scott FInstSCE
Simpson Sound & Vision Ltd,
Warwickshire
www.simpsonsoundandvision.com
Mr D Simpson MInstSCE
Solent Sound Systems Ltd, Southampton
www.solentsound.com
Mr R Gatehouse MInstSCE
Sound Directions Ltd, London
www.sounddirections.co.uk
Mr S Boivin-Champeaux
Sound Productions, Dublin
www.soundproductions.ie
Mr D McGlynn MInstSCE
TOA Corporation (UK) Ltd, Surbiton
www.toa.co.uk
Mr B Downing
Tyco Integrated Systems, Cambridge
www.tycoint.com
Mr K Blackwell
Vaughan Sound Installations Ltd
www.paigroup.com
Mr R Vaughan MInstSCE

NSR Communications Ltd, Hertfordshire
www.nsrcommunications.co.uk
Mr P Walker
Peavey Electronics Ltd, Northants
www.peaveycommercialaudio.com
Mr J Kennedy
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For a sound job, always choose an ISCE member

The UK professional
body for sound system
designers, professional
installers and consultants.
Members are bound by
a code of conduct and
promote the highest
technical standards

Our Register of Members can
be found on www.isce.org.uk
For more information
call +44 (0)118 9542175 or
email info@isce.org.uk

Keeping industry standards high

